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INTRODUCTION 

In the early 1980s, little more than two decades ago, the term 

'genetic engineering' was hardly known outside research laboratories 

By now it has gained common currency and both those in favour of 

genetic engineering and those agamst it tell us that it has the potential 

to change our lives more than perhaps any other scientific or 

technological advance. 

In this work, we examine the maJor Implications of genet1c 

engmeenng We try to expla1n the underlymg science in a way that can 

be understood by the non-biologist, and we discuss the moral and 

ethical considerations that arise Our ma1n hope is to clanfy the 

biological and philosophical 1ssues mvolved Mostly we prefer to 

elucidate the implications of particular v1ews or courses of action to 

enable us to make up our own m1ncl 

In th1s section, we prov1de a brief mtroduction both to genetic 

engineering itself and to the role of moral and ethical considerations 

What is genetic engineering? 

Every organism carries 1ns1de 1tselt what are known as genes 

This is as true of bacteria and fung1 as 1t is of plants and an1mas. 

including ourselves These genes are codes or messages They carry 

information The information they carry 1s used to tell the organism 

what chemicals it needs to make 1n order to survive. grow and 

reproduce Genet1c engmeering typically :nvolves moving genes from 

one organ1sm to another For example rnovmg a gene frorr1 one type of 

plant to another type The result th1s procedure, 1f ali goes as 



Intended, is that the chem1cal normally made by the gene 1n the first 

type of plant is now made by the second type of plant Suppose that 

the gene concerned promotes frost tolerance, 1n other words, 1t 

reduces the susceptibility of a plant to damage by frost Then moving it 

into an important crop plant that 1s all too often damaged by frosts 

might have considerable benefits Vanous terms in addition to genetic 

engineering have been used to descnbe such activities These include 

'genetic manipulation', 'genetic modification'. 'genet1c technology" 

'recombinant DNA technology' and even 'modern biotechnology'. We 

have tended to stick with 'genetic engmeering' This is partly because it 

1s the mostly widely used term and also because, along w1th genetic 

modification, it seems to us to be the phrase most exactly to 1nclude 

the two central elements of the new technology, namely the creation 

(i e engineering) of organisms w1th novel genet1c const1tut1ons 

It is easy to see that the potential advantages of genetic 

engineering are very great 1ndeed However, the suddenness with 

which genetic engineenng has arnved makes it difficult to assess 1ts 

validity, and its dangers, as well as 1ts usefulness 

Genetic engineering and traditional biotechnology 

Biotechnology is the applicat1on of biology for human purposes. 

It involves using organisms to prov1de us with food, clothes, medicines 

and other products. The phrase 'traditional biotechnology' 1s used to 

1nclude all of biotechnology except for those procedures that have only 

become possible smce the min 1970s or so through advances in 

genetic engineenng and other novel diSCiplines, such as embryo 

transfer, molecular biology and tissue culture Traditional biotechnology 

is based on activities like the farming of an1mals and plants and the use 

of microorganisms in the manufacture of beer, wine, bread, yoghurt 



and cheese. 

Traditional biotechnology has a long h1story. The domestication of 

animals and plants seems to have happened independently about 

10000 to 8000 BCE in the Middle East. the Orient and the Americas 

In considering the significance of these and other more recent 

examples of traditional biotechnology. 1t helps to appreciate that the 

following four processes are involved 1n the farming of domesticated 

animals or plants: 

• Breeding of animals, or sowing of seeds 

• Caring for the animals or plants 

• Collecting produce (e.g harvest1ng. milkmg, slaughtenng) 

• Selecting and keepmg back some of the produce for the next 
generation 

For more than 10000 years. therefore, farmers have selected 

animals and plants Much of this selection will have been conscious, 

with farmers often choosing. for example. to breed from larger and 

healthier individuals. Indeed. genetics 1s probably a much older sc1ence 

that is generally realized 

However, much of the selection by farmers was unconscious, as 

farmers unwittingly chose. for example animals that were tractable or 

tolerant of overcrowding 

The fact that traditional biotechnology has such a long 

history might lead one to conclude that perhaps too much fuss is being 

made about genetic engineering After all, traditional biotechnology 

often involves the transfer of genes 1n a way that would not happen in 

nature That happens every t1me a farmer selects a bull ro mate w1th 



cows, and every time a plant breeder dusts the pollen from one plant 

onto the female sex organ of another plant. Indeed. such trad1tionai 

selective breeding has achieved dramatic results. 

Traditional biotechnology has changed certain plants very 

greatly too. The modem wheat used in bread making is so different 

from native wheat that scientists are still uncertain as to its precise 

ancestry. What is clear. though. is that it results from at least two 

interspecific crosses. In other words. on at least two separate 

occasions, thousands of years ago, people succeeded in breeding one 

species of wheat with another species The net result is that today's 

bread wheat contains approximately three times the number of genes 

as wild wheat found m the Middle East. 

However. although traditional biotechnology can result in maJor 

alterations 1n the genetic make-up of organisms. it differs from genetic 

eng1neenng m at least three 1mportant respects 

F 1rst althougr1 traditional b:otechnology sometimes Involves 

cross1ng one species w1th another these spec1es are always closely 

related To the non-expert the plant spec1es crossed to make modern 

bread wheat all iook much the same Indeed botanists classify them as 

be1ng very closely related Th1s is markedly different from genetic 

engmeenng where. already to give JUSt two examples. human genes 

have been put 1nto p1gs and genes from bactena into plants 

Secondly, the pace of change in traditional biotechnology 1s 

much slower than in genetic engineering. We are already at the point 

where a gene from one organism can permanently be inserted into the 

genetic matenal of another organism within a period of weeks 

Tradit1onal btotechnology by comparison. works on a time scale of 

years. 



Thirdly, genetic change as a result of traditional biotechnology 

happened to only a relatively small number of species, namely those 

that provide us with food and drink, such as crop plants, farm animals 

and yeasts. Genetic engineering is far more ambitious It seeks to 

change not only the species that provide us with food and drink but 

also those involved in sewage disposal, pollution control and drug 

production. It also seeks to create microorganisms, plants and animals 

that can make human products. such as insulin, and even. possibly, to 

change the genetic make-up of humans. 

Moral and ethical considerations 

Having outlined the nature of genetic engineermg and its 

relationship to traditional biotechnology, one further quest1on m th1s 

Introductory chapter needs to be tackled why is 1t necessary to 

1nvesttgate moral and ethtcal concerns about genetic engineering? 

Some people argue that the key questions and problems here are 

sc1ent1fic and commercial ones. best left to those with expertise 1r1 

suence and commerce Ethical debate may provide a st1mulatmg 

past1me for moral philosophers but does tt have any practical 

Importance m the real world/ 

Two responses can be made to such queries. First, no new 

sc1ent1f1c or technological development can claim immunity from eth1cal 

scrut1ny f t1e fact that new technologies exist does not mean that they 

necessanly ought to be employed The pursuit of new knowledge and 

techniques can never be given a total ethical carte blanche. as a 

hypothetical example can readily demonstrate: 'No matter how 

interested a researcher may be in investigating the effects of massive 

doses of bomb-grade plutonium on preschool children. 1t is hard to 

tmagine that anyone thinks he should be allowed to do so' 



This of course ratses difficult questions about restrictions on 

scientific research, which we will explore more deeply later At this 

point, however, we only need to note that science cannot be pursued in 

a moral and ethical vacuum in any society that claims to be healthy or 

civilised; the universal condemnation of so-called 'medical research' as 

pursued in various countries, including Nazi Germany, during times of 

war supports this view. 

Moreover, it is not the case that scientists, technologists and 

industrialists generally want to operate in such a vacuum As rational 

human beings, the great majority of such people appreciate the moral 

dimension to life as well as anyone else does. Moral and ethical 

questions then. cannot be by-passed or ignored 1n genetic 

eng1neering any more than they can elsewhere 

The second response to the query as to whether ethical debate 

has any pract1cal Importance in the real world is to acknowledge that 

moral and etnicai concerns are of considerable practical 1mportance 1n 

;ntorm1ng and 1nfluencmg public attitudes towards rnodern 

biotechnology Our attitudes are not of course, wholly determined by 

our moral v1ews alone. for other more pragmatic or self-interested 

factors will also play a part Nevertheless, our moral views about any 

subject will clearly exert a powerful effect upon our perceptions of that 

subject and upon our attitudes towards 1t, for our moral beliefs play an 

1ntegral part 1n how we see and Interpret the world wh1ch 1n turn helps 

to shape our cho1ces and behaviour 

However, there remains the question what is so special about 

genetic engineering? In other words, why we are so much bothered 

about the ethical concerns of th1s particular subject'? One poss1ble 

answer 1s to suggest that perhaps there 1s nothing that is spec1al about 



genetic engineering. Rather, every significant scientific advance throws 

up attendant problems and possibilities that need eth1cal reflection 

This is as true of genetic engineering as it is of nuclear power, in vitro 

fertilisation, the genetics of race, pollution, conservation and the many 

other subjects of public concern that science has brought into 

promtnence 

However. 1t can also be argued that perhaps there is somethmg 

distinctive about genetic engineering. For one thing, its scope seems 

near endless. We are promised that genetic engineenng will 

revolutionise agriculture, medicine, the food industry and much else 

besides For another, we are told by some that its potent1al for harm is 

1mmense Then there is the pace of change. progress in genet1c 

engineenng seems to be happening so fast that perhaps ethical 

reflection 1s needed now before it 1s too late. Indeed, some cla1m that 

our scientific understanding has already outstripped our powers of 

'nora! comprehension Fmally, many aspects of genetic engineenng 

stnke at the very heart of our l!ves Genetic engineenng raises 1ssues 

about the nature of l1fe 1tself about what 1t 1s to be human about the 

future of the human race and about our rights to knowledge and 

pnvacy 

If moral concerns are so mfluential in this area, there must be a 

strong practical argument 1n favour not of trying paternalistically to 

persuade the public that genetic engineering is really a good th1ng but 

of encouraging moral judgments about it to be made on a rational and 

considered basis 

Usually books on ethical issues on genetic engineering use the 

terms 'moral' and ethical· Interchangeably and w1thoul expl<:mat1orJ or 

deftnition, 1mplying perhaps that the1r meantngs are self-ev1dent and 



synonymous This is certainly a common assumption, but such 

assumptions do not always lead to clear thinking and rat1onai 

argument. If genetic engineering is indeed a source of moral and 

ethical concern, as is frequently claimed, then we need to clarify what 

exactly constitutes 'moral and ethical concern' before the debate can 

proceed any further. 

The terms 'moral' and 'ethical' are often used interchangeably in 

everyday language and, indeed, by some philosophers Nevertheless. 

distinctions can be drawn between them, and one of these will help in 

provtding a structure for this investigation. There ts certainly no 

consensus that 'moral' and 'ethical' should be used m the follow1ng 

way. and what matters 1n lingutstic questions of this kind is not the 

particular labels themselves but the realisation that two different things 

w1th d1stmcttve features can be distinguished and that greater clanty 

wtll be ach1eved 1f they are not confused. Given these provisoes a 

possible distmction between 'moral' and 'ethical' will now be outlined 

MoraL Everybody can be said to have moral vtews. beliefs and 

concerns. to tr1e effect that certain thmgs are nght or wrong and that 

certaltl acttons ought or ought not to be performed These v1ews may 

refer to Virtually any subject. Such 'moral concerns' may result from a 

lot of deliberation and reflectton, or from very little: they may be firmly 

~}rounded 1n a consistent set of carefully considered rational principles, 

or they may not; thetr justification may have been consc1ously 

analysed, or 1t may not. Many of our moral views are probably held 

almost unthinkingly, perhaps as a result of our upbringing. We may JUSt 

'feel' that certain things are right or wrong; we have a 'gut reaction' 

about them, and that may be the sum total of some people's 'morality' 

Ethical: Eth1cs is normally thought of as a narrower concept 



than morality It can be used in several different, though related, 

senses The most general of these suggests a set of standards by 

which a particular group or community decides to regulate its behaviour 

to distinguish what is legitimate or acceptable in pursuit of the1r a1ms 

from what is not. Hence we talk of "business ethics" or "medical 

ethics ... 

More technically, ethics can also refer to a particular branch of 

philosophy ~~~ 'moral philosophy'. There is disagreement among 

philosophers about the precise scope, function and methodology of 

ethics. For our present purposes, we should note that one central task 

of ethics is usually taken to be a critical investigation of the 

fundamental pnnctples and concepts that are used in moral debate 

Ethics tnes to analyse and clarify the arguments that are used when 

moral questions are dtscussed and to probe the JUStifications that are 

offered for moral clatms So eth1cs m th1s sense is a cnttcal 'second~ 

,Jrder' acttvtty which puts our 'first~order' moral beliefs under the 

spotlight for scruttny. but th1s IS not an activity reserved solely for 

professional philosophers. 'In so far as the man 1n the street thmks 

cntically about h1s own moral v1ews or those of others. or ponders on 

the1r JUStification, or compares them with nval attitudes, to that extent 

he 1s a moral philosopher' 

This way of d1stmgutsh1ng between 'moral' and 'eth1ca!', 

therefore, shows how essential it is to 'unpack' the apparently straight

forward statement that genetic engineering is a source of moral and 

ethical concern; for to call something a moral concern does not 

necessarily mean that it is of much ethical significance. Genetic 

engtneering may be a source of moral concern to some people today. 

However, people who express general moral concern and unease 

about genetic engineering, does not necessarily 1mply that they have 
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done any ethical thinking about the issues. 

Our intention in the present venture is to identify those issues of 

most ethical significance and to distinguish them from those of less 

substance. This analysis may also help to defuse some of the 

controversy surrounding genetic engineering, which often generates 

more heat than light. As one writer puts it: 'A significant part of the 

current debate can be traced to differences over moral principles Also, 

unfortunately, there has been much unnecessary debate generated by 

careless moral reasoning and a failure to attend to the logical structure 

of some of the moral arguments that have been advanced.' 

Differences over moral principles, however, cannot be resolved 

by a s1mple appeal to 'the facts', for sets of facts whether about genetic 

eng1neenng or anything else can never prove something to be morally 

nght or wrong Yet th1s does not mean that facts are unimportant or 

1rrelevant when considenng ethical questions: one cannot make 

;nforrYled eth1cal JUdgments about x without knowmg the relevant facts 

about x I hat IS why we need to know some facts also about genetic 

engmeenng. 

Eth1cs cannot, then, offer conclusive answers about the nghtness or 

wrongness of genetic engineering for ethics cannot provide final 'proof of th1s 

k1nd One cannot prove that the hungry ought to be fed in the same way that 

one can prove that lack of food causes death Moral judgments may be 

argued for or against, criticised or defended, and shown to be more or less 

rational and Informed, but their rightness or wrongness can never be 

comprehensively established. 

What ethical methods can be used to evaluate moral concerns? 

We know in princ1ple how to set about evaluating a sc1entif1c claim that 

a particular genetic combination produces particular attnbutes m p1gs. 
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but how do we evaluate moral claims that it is wrong to apply genetic 

engineering to pigs? This raises vast and complex questions about the 

nature of ethics and the logic of moral judgments, and, as mentioned 

above, this has long been an arena for philosophical disagreement and 

competing theories. All that can usefully be said in general terms about 

the ethical methods that will be used is that they will emphasize two 

objectives: 

• The analysis and clarification of the key concepts that tend to be 

used when these concerns are expressed (e.g. that genet1c 

engineering is 'unnatural') 

• The uncovering and probing of the underlying pnnciples upon 

which the concerns appear to be based (e.g that 1t 1s wrong for 

sc1entific research to take risks) 

Extrinsic and intrinsic concerns 

The rnoral concerns expressed about genet1c eng1neenng may 

for convenience, be d1v1ded 1nto two bas1c categones to be iabelled 

extnns1c' and 'mtnns1c' Genetic engineering may for a variety of 

reasons be thought to be e1ther mtnnsically wrong m itself or 

extnnsically wrong because of its consequences. This important dls

tmction can be applied to a large number of moral issues and can often 

help m 1dentify1ng the prec1se grounds of any moral concern Confus1on 

can quickly arise if the distinction is not drawn A debate about the 

justifiability of abortion, for example, will not get very far if the 

participants fail to realise that one (intrinsic) set of arguments- that 

abortion is murder and, therefore, always wrong in itself - is of a 

different log1cal form from and so cannot be countered by another 

(extrinsic) set of arguments -- that the consequences of allowing 
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certain pregnancies to continue are sometimes morally unjustifiable 

Intrinsic arguments cut deeper than extrinsic ones. If abortion, 

genetic engineering or anything else is thought to be intrinsically 

wrong, no further considerations are morally relevant, for nothing can 

reverse that intrinsic wrongness: consequences do not have to be 

taken 1nto account Intrinsic arguments about the wrongness of 

something also focus attention upon its precise nature and its 

distinguishing characteristics. What distinguishes abortion from other 

medical procedures that may result in death? What distinguishes 

genetic engmeenng from traditional selective breeding? Wherein 

exactly does the alleged mtnns1c wrongness lie? 

Intrinsic arguments also have a more specific, clear-cut target 

than extrinsic ones If I feel that abort1on 1s intrinsically wrong, then 1t IS 

clearly the act of abortion per se that I see as a moral concern: but 1f I 

fee! moral concern about driving fast cars. it is not normally that act1v1ty 

.n 1tself that i am objectmg to but their possible extrinsic effects and 

consequences which could also result from all sorts of other activities 

fh1s feature of extnns1c concerns ra1ses a maJor problem To 

cla1m that any activity or process will have undesirable consequences 

1S to make predictions about future events But predictions may be 

accurate or Inaccurate. and no conclusive proof can ever be provided 

that a particular set of events will inevitably occur m the future Extnns1c 

concerns must, therefore, always be in this sense provisional they 

carry weight only in proportion to the likelihood of the predicted 

consequences actually occurring. So to appraise the validity of these 

concerns becomes in part a technical matter of trying to establish what 

really is most likely to happen. requ1ring in this case the specialist 



expertise and judgment of the biologist. 

However, it is not essential to be a professional biologist in order 

to reach a reasonably informed ethical judgment about the 

consequences of genetic engineering. Professional scientists are not 

the only people capable of assessing the moral implications of scientific 

developments We do not need to be highly qualified nuclear physicists 

1n order to form considered ethical judgments about the standards of 

care and responsibility required in the handling of nuclear materials: 

the common-sense understanding of the intelligent layperson is quite 

adequate to appreciate the moral irresponsibility of running avoidable 

risks with dangerous products and processes. 

Eth1cal quest1ons. then, can still be directed at these extrinsic 

concerns despite their technical nature Indeed it is essential that they 

should for the following reasons. 

• Even if agreement 1s reached about likely consequences (which. 

as we shall see. 1s rare) this does not automatically answer the 

moral and eth1cai quest1ons We still have to ask what 1s good or 

bad. nght or wrong. about those consequences and exam1ne the 

moral cla1ms and assumptions surrounding them. 

• There 1s never just one consequence to any activity but a whole 

set of consequences, often occurring at different times Building 

a new motorway. for example, could produce an Infinite number 

of consequences. wh1ch might include improving the traffic flow 

from point A to point B, Increasing air pollution at point C and 

reducing it at po1nt D, destroying the habitat of species E and 

providing a new one for species F The consequences of any 

activity. therefore, cannot simply be morally approved or 

condemned en bloc, for they will often produce conflicting 
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advantages and disadvantages 

• Consequences, then, have to be weighed and compared against 

each other, and this cannot be a matter of purely factual 

assessment Attempts to estimate the likely costs and benefits 

of an activity can, of course, be made on a straightforward 

financial basis, but th1s does nothing to address the moral 

issues. (A financial assessment of this k1nd could have been 

made 1n deciding the method of extinction to be used in Naz1 

concentration camps.) Ethical judgments have still to be made 

about the value or priority to be placed upon different possible 

costs and benefits produced by different possible 

consequences This can be a highly complex matter; how, 1n the 

above example. are the various costs and benefits of building a 

rnotor.vay to be valued and prioritised? 

Havtng d1stingu1shed between extrinsic and intrinsic concerns 

:wei qoted some general problems 1nvolved in evaluating the former 

Ne can now proceed to exam1ne the most obvious example of an 

extnns1c concern - that genettc eng1neenng 1s nsky 

Extrinsic concerns about risk and safety 

The most commonly expressed general concern about the 

poss1ble consequences of genetic engineering is that these might be 

risky or even catastrophic. Eloquent critics of genetic engineenng. such 

as Jeremy Rifkin in the USA, have concentrated much of their fire upon 

this concern, as the following two extracts from Rifkin's work illustrate 

Now please JUSt imagine Introducing thousands of genetically 

eng1neered organisms bacteria. v1ruses, plant strains and 

an1mal breeds 1n mass1ve volumes for commercial purposes 



Sheer statistical probability, my fnends, suggests that they are 

not all going to be safe 11 

Whenever a genetically engineered organism is released there 

is always a small chance that it too will run amok because, like 

exotic organisms, it is not a naturally occurring life form. It has 

been artificially introduced into a complex environment that 

has developed a web of highly synchronised relationships over 

millions of years. Each new synthetic introduction 1s 

tantamount to playing ecological roulette. That is, while there is 

only a small chance of it triggering an environmental explosion, 

if it does, the consequences can be thunderous and 

Irreversible .111 

15 

Concern about particular types of risk will clearly vary depending 

upon the particular application of genet1c engineering that IS under 

discussion and Rifkin !S here referring mainly to agncultural 

appl1cat1ons 'nvolv,ng plants anci animals We shall cons1der the 

ooss1bility of spec1f1c nsks m more detail in later chapters but some 

more general points about risk and safety and their ethical significance 

need to be made at th1s pornt 

One possible maneuver IS to by-pass the issue completely by 

argurng that nsk and safety are not 1n themselves moral or ethical 

matters There 1s indeed someth1ng to be said for th1s v1ewpornt wh1ch 

challenges the widely held (and often unexamined) assumption that 

any discussion of the morality and ethics of genetic engineenng must 

immediately focus upon questions of risk and safety. A little reflection, 

however, shows that the connection is less obvious. The safety of a 

product, process or activity IS, at least on the face of it, an empirical 

matter to be determined by expenment and experience Whether or not 
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a toadstool is safe to eat is not an ethical question !t is more risky to 

drive on motorways on wet road, but this is a statistical fact rather than 

a moral issue. Some activities are inevitably more risky than others, 

though none can be totally risk-free, and it does not follow that low-risk 

activities are morally superior to high-risk ones. 

It would. however, be difficult and somewhat short-s1ghted to 

maintam that questions about nsk and safety can have no moral 

dimension. Risk and safety become matters of moral concern when 

they raise further questions about responsibility, accountability and 

justifiability Moral concern is appropriate when irresponsible and 

unjustifiable risks are thought to be taken, which may result in harm to 

mnocent part1es: joyriding at high speed 1n a stolen car arouses moral 

concern to a far greater extent than driving a racing car 1n a Grand Pnx 

F urthennore the assessment of risks may also be shown to have an 

eth1cal component, a pomt emphasised in a report on genetic 

eng1neenng by a Swedish Government Committee. which 1s one of the 

few such documents to d1scuss expl1c1tly the relationship between r1sk 

and eth1cs 

The Committee takes the v1ew that the assessment of nsks 

should be part of the ethical analysis, since it is ethically false 

to base a decision on poor foundations if the decision can be 

postponed until the foundations have improved It 1s also 

ethically unacceptable to assert that the foundations for a 

decision are better than they are Thus the open presentation 

of facts and v1ewpoints 1s important 'v 

The question of risk cannot. therefore. be ignored 1n any eth1cal 

Investigation of genetic engineering, and we need to look a little more 
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closely now at some of the general concerns about risk that have been 

generated by the development of this technology 

The early history of the development of genetic engineenng 

techniques was dominated by disputes about safety Basically the fear 

in the 1970s was, and to some extent still is, that genetically 

engineered organisms could escape or be deliberately released from 

the laboratory into the environment with unpredictable and possibly 

catastrophic consequences A particular concern was that the 

bacterium Escherichia coli was being used in experimental work and 

that as this bacterium resides naturally in the human gut genetically 

engineered variants of it might cause an uncontrollable spread of 

disease outside the laboratory Other ecological disasters were 

hypothesised in the event of modified microbes escaping and 'upsetting 

the balance of nature' 

Dunng the 1970s increasingly stringent regulations were mtro

duced and 1n .Japan and Holland genetic man1pulat1on research was 

rotally t)anned Dur~ng the 1980s however these regulations were 

gradually relaxed as confidence 1ncreased 1n the v1ew that mod1f1ed 

m1crobes are unlikely to pose s1gn1ficant ecolog1cal threats 

The complex 1ssue of regulation can be considered 1n 

more detail, as it is clearly of central importance in trying to determme 

whether irresponsible and unjustifiable risks are being taken in genetic 

engineering But if the possibility of catastrophic consequences may 

exist, as env1saged by Rifkin and others, is it perhaps irresponsible and 

unjustifiable to proceed with this technology at ali? 

It has been suggested that these consequences might 

1nclude uncontrollable diseases, as already mentioned, global drought 

or the spread of indestructible weeds made resistant to pests and 
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herbicides. Further fears have been voiced that a loss 1n genetic 

d1vers1ty among plants and animals could result, making them less 

resilient and so more vulnerable to various forms of attack in the future 

More generally, some have claimed that genetic engineering could 

represent the first step on a slippery slope that will lead inexorably to a 

nightmare programme of 'universal eugenics: 'By continuing along this 

road, we could end up reducing the human species to a technologically 

designed product' 

The nsks env1saged here are clearly of such a catastrophic 

nature that no one would feel JUstified in turning a blind eye to them. So 

can we cut short our ethical investigation at this point by accepting that 

such nsk-tak1ng is irresponsible and unjustifiable on the basis of a 

pnnc1ple to the effect that any activity, which could lead to catastrophic 

consequences. ought not to be undertaken? Unfortunately, this simple 

and apparently responsible conclusion becomes less conv1ncing when 

we look more closely at the principle on which it depends The simple 

log1cal truth. wh1ch 1s of some ethical relevance here, is that it is 

1mposs1ble to prove that a particular event will or will not happen 1n the 

tuture No act1v1ty or process can ever be guaranteed to present no nsk 

whatever and to be 100% 'safe' genetic engineenng 1s no except1on to 

th1s log1cal rule, as Godown emphasizes 1n a paper on the sc1ence ot 

biotechnology 

Can sc1ence tell us tor 1nstance what will be the 

result of creating and releasing a novel organ1sm from wh1ch a 

single gene has been deleted? Could it ever be flatly stated on 

the bas1s of scientifically established facts that there 1s no 

possibility of anything going wrong when a genetically 

eng1neered organ1sm 1s deliberately released? The answer is 

obv1ously no . One cannot prove a universal negative and 1t 
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The claim that genetic engineenng is potentially hazardous, 

therefore, carries less weight than it at first appears to do, once it is 

realised that everything is potentially hazardous. Further confusion can 

be caused by the fact that the term itself, 'potentially hazardous', is 

highly ambiguous, as Krimsky's analysis shows. 'X is potentially 

hazardous to P' may be interpreted as 

1 X can harm P under conditions C 1 Cn 

2 It is not known that X cannot harm P under some set of 

conditions or another 

3 lhere iS some ev1dence that X may be harmful to P There 1s a 

f1n1te probability that X can harm P 

4 There 1s a pos1ted scenano of events such that X harms P 

where the scenano has ne1ther been confirmed nor d1sprovecJ 

But 1s 1t perhaps mere sophistry to place too much we1ght 

on such 1og1cal and linguistic pomts? Cnt1cs like Rifkin argue that the 

r1sks Involved here are of such a level as to make the further 

development and appl1cat1on of genet1c eng1neenng 1rrespons1ble. it 1s 

the particular and peculiar nsks associated w1th these techniques that 

make them morally unjustifiable 

More general and fundamental questions. however, can be 

ra1sed at th1s point about the responsibilities and obligations of 

scientists, and the relative value to be placed on sc1entif1c progress and 

the pursuit of new knowledge. For example, it can be argued on the 



one hand that 'the fundamental ethical posture of science should be to 

do no harm, which implies reducing the risks to a negligible factor 

regardless of the anticipated benefits': and, on the other hand, that 'it is 

morally wrong as well as politically dangerous to place restrictions on 

Intellectual activities'. 

The main problem here is that it is difficult if not impossible 

to determine what the 'safe' option really is. What constitutes 'risk

avoidance' in this case? Excessive caution does not necessarily 

remove the risk of future catastrophes. By banning research and 

development in any new technology that is thought to involve risks, we 

may run the risk of failing to produce an innovation that will be 

desperately needed in some future, unforeseen crisis The history of 

sc1ence has proved to be highly unpredictable, and there can be no 

guarantee that 'playing safe' by abandon1ng research and development 

1n genet1c engmeenng will not deny us a technique or product that may 

prevent an environmental disaster in 50 years time. 

in dec1dmg whether LlnJUStlflable risks are bemg taken 1n 

qenet1c engmeenng therefore a balance has to be struck between the 

paralys1s of extreme caut1on and the Irresponsibility of uncontrolled 

expenmentation S1nce safety can never be totally 'proved' JUdgments 

have to be made about the likelihood of possible consequences and 

the relative value. desirability and priority to be assigned to these. This 

1s an area where 1t IS essent1al that science and ethics proceed hand 1n 

hand 

But how exactly can ethical judgments be made about 

such issues as risk and safety? Dangerous outcomes are but one of 

the possible consequences of genetic engineering, others ll"llght tn

clude the alleviation of world hunger or the exploitation of economically 
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vulnerable individuals and r.ountries Any ethical assessment of the 

technology in terms of its possible consequences, then, will have to 

attempt to weigh the potential costs and benefits in some way. These 

costs and benefits cannot, however, be purely or even predominantly 

economic or financial, for ethics cannot be equated with accountancy. 

The costs and benefits must relate to a wider range of considerations. 

and while there is no philosophical consensus over the precise nature 

and extent of these, they are usually thought to include such things as 

the welfare, interests, nghts and needs of human bemgs (and perhaps 

also of other animals) 

Ethical theories that focus upon consequences 1n this way 

are usually labeled 'consequentialist'. and the best known of these IS 

utilitananism, which in its original and simplest form maintained that 

actions are right or wrong in proportion to the total amount of pleasure 

or pain that they produce, thus making the greatest happiness of the 

greatest number the ultimate eth1cal criterion There are. however. 

some obv1ous ObJections to th1s approach mcludmg 

• How 1n practice 1s th1s eth1cal arithmetic to be earned out? 

• How is unfair treatment of innocent 1nd1viduals to be 

avo1ded? 

These problems are well illustrated in the case of genetic 

engineering In the first place, even if the likely consequences can be 

accurately predicted, how exactly are the predicted costs and benefits 

to be weighed 1n terms of overall welfare and happiness? How, for 

example, 1s the possibility of increased food supplies to be we1ghed 

aga1nst the possibility of an mvas1on by indestructible weeds? A further 



ethical principle seems to be needed to resolve such issues and how is 

that in turn to be justified? And in the second place, how are the 

interests of particular individuals (e.g. small farmers) or perhaps of 

animals to be protected if the ethical arithmetic indicates a course of 

action that is likely to benefit the maJority but cause serious harm to 

members of such minority groups? 

Clearly there are no easy answers to such questions. Most 

philosophers would now agree that the original formulation of 

utilitarianism is too crude to cope with the complexity of moral 

concerns, and a number of attempts have been made to produce more 

refined versions of the theory. 

But for some people the poss1ble consequences of genetic 

eng1neenng will be seen as Irrelevant. The technology 1tself can be 

thought to be mtrinsJcally wrong. regardless of its results Having 

reviewed some of the 1ssues raised by a common extrinsic concern 

about nsk and safety. we can now turn to the more sweeping cla1m that 

genet1c engmeenng 1s wrong in 1tself Two examples of this claim will 

be t=:xammed namely that genet1c engineenng IS unnatural and that it 

shows a lack of respect for nature 

Intrinsic concerns about unnaturalness 

Many people feel that genetic eng1neenng is 1n some way 

unnatural For some th1s may not be an mtnns1c concern but rather 

another way of expressing fears about possibly risky consequences 

The argument here would be that 'Nature knows best' and that the 

natural world as we know it 1s the result of a long evolutionary process 

with a well established track record, whereas genetic engineers are 

gambling with their unproven introductions The general issue of nsk 

and safety has already been considered. The more dist1nct1ve and 



fundamental concerns about the unnaturalness of genetic engineering 

are, however. of an intrinsic kind. 

In many cases, there may well be a religious foundation for 

such feelings. Nature, representing the perfect work and will of God. 1s 

being interfered with by this new technology. Religious views about 

genetic engineering, however, can cover a very wide spectrum, and the 

complexity of the issues ra1sed deserves separate treatment The 

following chapter will accordingly be devoted to specifically religious 

and theological questions, including those concerned with the issue of 

'natural law'. 

So what is the basis of this concern and what ethical 

principles do it implies? Reduced to its Simplest form, the argument 

seems to be as follows 'Nature and all that 1s natural is valuable and 

good 1n 1tself ali forms of genetic engmeering are unnatural 1n that they 

go aga1nst and interfere with Nature. particularly in the crossing of 

natural speCies boundaries all forms of genetic eng1neenng are 

therefore intnns1cally wrong 

The vanous elements 1n this argument need to be 

separated and examined in the light of two basic questions what 1s 

meant by 'natural' and 'unnatural', and what IS good about be1ng 

'natural' and bad about being 'unnatural'? 

What is meant by ·natural· and ·unnatural·? 

Before the above argument can even get off the ground. 

we have to be able to identify and agree about what 1s to count as 

'natural' and 'unnatural'. Depending on the context in which it 1s used. 

the word 'natural' may mean 'usual', 'normal', 'right'. 'fitting'. 

'appropnate' 'uncultivated', 'mnate', 'spontaneous', and no doubt many 



other things as well. Perhaps most commonly, 'natura!' is contrasted 

with 'artificial' or 'man-made' But if we accept the above distinction 

practically every element of our modern life-style is 'unnatural'. Nor can 

more traditional products and processes avoid such a charge of 

'unnaturalness', for the progress of civilisation has been largely 

dependent upon our 'interference with Nature'. Yet if every domestic or 

farm animal, every garden plant or agricultural crop, every item of food 

or clothing ts thought of as unnatural because it interferes with Nature. 

as logically it must, then the concept of 'unnaturalness' surely becomes 

so broad as to be meaningless. 

The more specific and serious charge of 'unnaturalness' 

that has been leveled against genetic engineering, however, is that 1t 

'breaches natural species boundaries and violates the natural integrity 

of species. 

Genet1c engmeering makes 1t possible to breach the genetic 

rJou11danes that normally separate the genetic matenal of 

totally ,Jnrelated spec1es Th1s means that the telos. or 

1nherent nature of animals can be so drastically modtfied (for 

example by inserting elephant growth hormone genes mto 

cattle) as to radically change the entire direction of evolution, 

and primarily towards human ends at that Is that aspect of 

the antmal's telos we refer to as the genome and the gene 

pool of each species not to be respected and not worthy of 

moral consideration? v• 

A biologist might try to refute the argument that it is unnatural to 

breach the genetic boundanes between species on a number of 

grounds For a start, such a v1ew fails to realise that the theory of 

evolution. on wh1ch all our understanding of the nature of species IS 



based, requires that spec1es change over time. Every species alive 

today is believed to be the direct descendant of the early single-celled 

species that existed over three billion years ago. Species that currently 

exist have passed through many, possibly hundreds, of separate 

speciation (formation of a new biological species) events. In other 

words, species are not static; their genetic composition naturally 

changes over time. 

Further, a view of evolution that assumes that species 

rema1n genetically isolated from one another is out of date We now 

realise that a number of distinct processes allow the movement of 

genetic material from one species to another. Certain viruses. for 

example carry genetic material between species Equally, many 

bacteria have mechanisms that allow them to take up genetic material 

from other species and then integrate it into their own In other words. 

tor many spec1es their tefos includes the ability to cross spec1es 

barners 

F 1nally a biologist m1ght po1nt out that no smgle universally 

accepted critenon of the term 'species' ex1sts Different biologists use 

the word 1n a number of distinct ways At one extreme the term is 

employed to refer to a group of Individuals that are able to breed only 

amongst themselves and not w1th members of other 'species' G1ven 

th1s definition. 1t is simply tautologous to assert that it is unnatural to 

cross spec1es barners At the other extreme. and this 1s the way 1n 

wh1ch, in practice, most biologists use 1t the term spec1es refers to a 

group of individuals that look very similar to one another or, to be more 

formal, that share certain morphological criteria that render them 

distinct from other 'species' 

These arguments serve to caution us against accepting unques-



tioningly the objection that genetic engmeering is unnatural because it 

1nvolves the crossing of species boundaries. Nevertheless, such 

reasoning can appear more convincing than it really is. For a start, the 

argument that species are not naturally static with respect to their 

genetic composition fails to acknowledge the remarkable slowness with 

which evolution normally acts It usually takes more than a million 

years for one species to evolve 1nto another; only a handful of 

examples are known in which animal species have evolved 1nto new 

ones within less than 5000 years Genetic engineering operates on a 

timescale of months or a few years, not millennia. 

Further. it is important not to exaggerate the incidence in nature 

of the exchange of genetic materia! between species. True. such 

exchange IS 1mportant in so1l bacteria and can be mediated. in some 

other organ1sms. by certa1n v1ruses Nevertheless. the movement of 

genet1c 'Tlater~al between spec1es is for most spec1es. almost certamly 

both rare and of l1mited s1gn1ficance This is. of course. not the case 

w1th genet1c engmeenng The genetic engmeer IS able to man1pulate 

conditions so that these transgressions of species boundanes are both 

frequent and of maJor Importance 

Finally the fact that a genuine academic debate exists as to the 

precise meaning of the term 'species'. though worth noting, is of little 

Significance 1n the context of a debate about the naturalness or 

otherwise of the movement of genetic material between spec1es 

Whatever biological definition of a species is accepted, most genetic 

engineering 1nvolves the movement of genetic material, between 

species. It is fair to conclude that in the above respects most genet1c 

engllleenng 1s 'unnatural' However, the argument about 

'unnaturalness' faces other philosophical obJections 



What is good about being 'natural'? 

The argument under consideration assumes that whatever is 

'natural' is good and whatever is 'unnatural' is bad, but is this 

assumption warranted? A 'natural' event, product, process or tendency 

(however defined) is not automatically good or desirable. Many 'natural' 

substances are harmful; many of our 'natural' tendencies and 

reactions, such as jealousy and aggression, are not normally thought 

morally praiseworthy; many 'natural' events, such as earthquakes and 

hurricanes, create destruction and suffering and are, indeed, usually 

labelled 'natural' disasters; many 'natural' organ1sms cause pa1n. 

disease and death. As the theologian Don Cupitt points out, Nature can 

be seen as a 'kindly mother. lovely in every aspect' but also as 'wild, 

chaotic and pitiless'v'' Darwin, the founder of modern evolutionary 

theory shared the latter view. lamenting the 'clumsy. wasteful 

blundenng low and horribly cruel works of nature' 

To assume that we can s1mply deduce what 1s morally nght and 

vvrong from certam facts about the world and about Nature is to comm1t 

what philosophers have called the 'naturalistic fallacy,' often translated 

as 'You can't get an ought from an 1sl' The logical point at 1ssue here is 

really a very s1mple one. s1mply because something happens in nature 

does not mean that 1t 1s right or good, that it should be preserved or 

protected A specific example of the naturaiJstJc fallacy can be found 1n 

the argument about breachmg natural species barners. Even 1f these 

barners unequivocally can be identified (which appears unlikely), the1r 

mere existence provides no clear eth1cal directives about what ought to 

be done about them 

Claims about the 'unnaturalness' of genet1c engmeermg. there

fore. do not appear to have much eth1cal significance, resting as they 



do upon unclear language and unsound reasoning. An argument to the 

effect that genetically engineering a drought-resistant strain of plant, for 

example, is 'unnatural' and, therefore, wrong would hardly stand up to 

much critical scrutiny. There are, however, more sophisticated versions 

of the 'unnatural' argument that some believe to carry greater ethical 

weight. These can take several forms but all focus in some way upon a 

lack of respect, which modern biotechnology is thought to embody. 

Intrinsic concerns about disrespect 

What kind of disrespect might genetic engineering be accused 

of exh1b1ting, and towards what? There are two main arguments we 

shall examine here, each concerned with aspects of our relationship 

w1th the natural world. 

The reductionist argument 

,Jeremy Rifkin has eloquently propounded this view 

Already researchers 1n the field of molecular biology 

are argumg that there 1s noth1ng particularly sacred about 

the concept of a species. As they see it, the important unit 

of l1fe IS no longer the organ1sm, but rather the gene. They 

mcreas1ngly view life from the vantage point of the chemical 

composition at the genetic level From the reductionist 

perspective, life IS merely the aggregate representation of 

the chemicals that give rise to it and therefore they see no 

ethical problem whatsoever in transferring one, five or even 

a hundred genes from one species into the heredity 

blueprint of another species For they truly believe that they 

are only transferring chemicals coded m the genes and not 

anything unique to a specific an1mal By th1s kmd of 



reasoning, all of life becomes desacralized. All of life 

becomes reduced to a chem1cal level and becomes 

available for manipulation. 

This kind of claim still depends heavily upon assumptions about 

spec1es boundanes that have already been shown to be highly, 

debatable When those assumptions are challenged, the reduct1on1st 

argument as such loses much of its force. Of course, it is possible 

for any researcher to come to adopt a reductionist view of life as a 

result of his or her professional work, but that danger is just as great for 

the economist or social scientist (in terms of viewing human beings as 

mere stat1stics) as for the molecular biologist In any case, the possible 

psychological effects of pursuing a particular subject cannot constitute 

a senous objection aga1nst the subject itself Should histoncal 

research for example. be banned on moral grounds because a few 

historians may become obsessed by the macabre details of public 

:?xecut1ons? !f a genetic engineer finds that he IS starting to see h1s 

w1fe h1s children, h1s dog and h1s flower bed 'reduced to a chemical 

level' the answer is surely not to condemn or outlaw genetic 

engmeenng but for that unfortunate Individual to seek psychiatnc help. 

There is. however a broader dimension to the reduction1st 

:1rgument that deserves to be taken more seriously. namely a concern 

that genetic engineering shows a certain lack of respect for the 

environment This leads us to the second argument to be exam1ned. 

The holistic argument 

This set of views applies to a far wider range of issues than 

those raised by genetic engineering and embraces many 1deas that are 

often loosely labelled 'holistic', 'ecolog1cal' or 'environmental' Here is 

not the place to analyse these ideas in great depth, other than to note 
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that they include claims and theories about the interdependence of all 

life-forms in a complex, self-regulating 'biotic community', and the 

consequent extension of moral rights and moral value to the non

human world. A new 'environmental ethic' is thus implied: 'People who 

really value wilderness and natural systems will not think it morally 

permissible for the last people on earth (who know they are the last 

people) to set about destroying the plant and animal spectes of their 

world People with the new values will disapprove of certain ways 

of using natural systems and living creatures'. 

Would these 'ways of using natural systems' include genetic 

engtneering? Do these techniques in some way lack respect for the 

'btottc community'? The World Council of Churches' report Integrity of 

Creatton for example. asserts that they are not assoc1ated with, 'a 

world vtew that does not respect humanity's dependence on the earth 

as mother and as the source of life and nounshment' 

But what exactly IS 'respect' and how do we display a lack 

:Jt 1P r he :rnportance of respect as an ethtcal pnnc1ple was underltned 

by the Uerman philosopher Kant. who argued that respect requtred 

treating others as ends never only as means So to use another being 

mstrumentally, entirely for one's own purposes, without tak1ng any 

account of the other's interests, tnvolves a lack of respect and is 

morally wrong 

Can genetic engineering be accused of lacking this ktnd of 

respect? The following points need to be taken into constderation. 

First, Kant's account of respect makes it clear that we 

should never treat another being 'as means only'. In other words, as a 

modern philosopher has put it 'In Kant's vtew at least, treattng another 

life-form as an instrument 1s not mcompatible with showmg 1t respect 



There is a distinction between using another creature's ends as your 

own - which is acceptable - and disregarding that other creature's 

ends entirely - which is not' 

This point is perhaps best illustrated by examples of our 

possible relationships with other animals. Some forms of so-called 

factory farming appear to use animals purely as a means to increased 

food production, considering the animals' 'ends' only in so far as that 

will result in a better 'product' or higher 'productivtty' Less 1ntens1ve 

forms of farming, however, while still using animals for human ends. 

may also be able to show some respect for those animals' ends (i.e 

their 'natural' wants and tendenctes, and even perhaps their 

Individuality) This distinction ts also reflected in the recent trend 

towards 'welfare labelling' of animal food products. the rationale for 

whtch 1s that ustng an1mals for food need not be mcompatible w1th 

respecting 1mportant aspects of their welfare and life-style 

th1s v1ew :t seerns fJOSsible for the genet1c engmeer to avoid 

the cr1arge ot disrespect •f the rnatenal w1th whtch he or she IS work1ng 

1s not seen m a purely Instrumental light, but there are complex 

quest1ons to be tackled here about the 'ends of animals and plants 

Secondly' on a less abstract level why should it be assumed that 

any sc1enttst is likely to exhibit a lack of respect in the area of his or her 

part1cular expertise? Specialist knowledge and skills commonly lead to 

greater rather than Jess sensitivity, awareness and awe. Astronomers 

do not despise the heavens because they know a lot, about them nor 

do veterinary surgeons lose their respect for animals because they are 

skilled 1n treating them and operating upon them. So why should 

genetic engmeers be thought automatically to lack respect for the livmg 

matenal wh1ch they are workmg with? 



Thirdly, genetic engineering seems no more or less open to the 

charge of disrespect than traditional techniques. Selective breeding 

has always aimed at modifying life-forms for commercial ends and has, 

therefore, treated plants and animals partly at least as 'means 
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